CITY OF KITCHENER
Parks Strategic Plan

*city-wide initiative

1.0 2,000 Victoria Park (4.1.2)

Explore Bridgeport football field lighting options with change to City operation of the park
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TRACK & FIELD (4.1.11)

Sports fields and other outdoor recreation facilities

*102 WINDRUSH PARK

*100 WESTWOOD PARK

194 VOISIN PARK

187 TIMM PARK

184 TECUMSEH PARK

178 SANDHILLS PARK

138 DUKE PARK

131 CHERRY PARK

124 BANKSIDE PARK

*70 PIONEER PARK

WEST HEIGHTS PARK NATURAL AREA

STRASBURG CREEK

SPRINGDALE GREEN NATURAL AREA

PIONEER TOWER NATURAL AREA

PAIGE PARK NATURAL AREA (FLOOD PLAIN)

OTTERBEIN NATURAL AREA

HOMER WATSON PARK (REGION)

EAST FOREST PARK NATURAL AREA

CONCORDIA PARK NATURAL AREA

WINIFRED WOODS
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MC LENNAN PARK

WOODSIDE PARK

HIGHLAND COURTS PARK
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